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Eutelsat reveals new consumer research
on Ultra HD and data on skyrocketing
screen sales in key TV markets

Crédit: Eutelsat

Pulse of Ultra HD market readiness presented at IBC2015

Amsterdam, Paris, 11 September 2015 – Consumers in key European TV
markets are ready to embrace Ultra HD as a thrilling TV experience and to
invest in equipment and content.

The pulse of Ultra HD was presented today by Eutelsat Communications
(NYSE Euronext Paris: ETL) at a press briefing at IBC in Amsterdam. It
included key findings of new qualitative consumer research conducted for
Eutelsat by market research firm TNS, and fresh data from GfK on Ultra HD
screen sales.

“Eutelsat has researched consumer awareness and appetite for the Ultra HD
experience in order to support our broadcast clients as they evaluate business
models and timing for rolling-out Ultra HD content,” said Markus Fritz, Eutelsat
Director of Commercial Development and Marketing. “The stage is set for Ultra
HD to be TV’s next big success story and Eutelsat, as a leader in satellite delivery,
is ready to accompany clients in this new rendez-vous with viewers.”

“Super contrast: resolution is just crazy”

The consumer qualitative study was carried out in two waves in Italy, France,
the UK, Germany, Poland Russia and Turkey: the first wave in November 2014
and the second in June 2015. The objective, in a series of focus groups, was
to expose pay-TV subscribers and free-to-air viewers to an unprompted Ultra



HD experience and gather insight on their response.

The results show common trends across all markets. Panellists identified
sharpness, immersion and vivid colour as outstanding benefits and indicated
a willingness to pay up to €10 a month to benefit from Ultra HD in the home.
Their investment threshold for new TV sets also matched current price points
of between €1,000 and €3,000 for screens within the 50” range. While Pay-TV
subscribers showed a strong preference for linear Ultra HD channels, viewers
used to free TV expressed a preference to gain their first experience through
VOD and occasional, event-specific offerings.

2020: more than 70% of all screens sold in Europe will be Ultra HD

Eutelsat also presented new forecasts from GfK on Ultra HD screen sales over
the coming six months and coming five years. GfK predicts a striking 200%
hike in Ultra HD screen sales from June to December 2015. It expects sales to
hit the five million mark by the end of the year (3.6 million in Western
Europe, 700,000 in Eastern Europe and 600,000 in the Middle East),
representing 9.3% of all TV sales in 21 key markets in these regions.
Accumulated sales will result in a potential installed base of 6.2 million TV
homes.

GfK also forecasts that Ultra HD screens in 2020 will represent more than
70% of total sales across Europe and almost 60% in the Middle East and
North Africa. The annual volume of screens sold in these markets is expected
by then to have reached 37 million.

Where to meet us at IBC:

Eutelsat stand: Hall 1.D59

About Eutelsat Communications

Established in 1977, Eutelsat Communications (Euronext Paris: ETL, ISIN
code: FR0010221234) is one of the world's leading and most experienced
operators of communications satellites. The company provides capacity on 38
satellites to clients that include broadcasters and broadcasting associations,



pay-TV operators, video, data and Internet service providers, enterprises and
government agencies.

Eutelsat’s satellites provide ubiquitous coverage of Europe, the Middle East,
Africa, Asia-Pacific and the Americas, enabling video, data, broadband and
government communications to be established irrespective of a user’s
location.

Headquartered in Paris, with offices and teleports around the globe, Eutelsat
represents a workforce of 1,000 men and women from 37 countries who are
experts in their fields and work with clients to deliver the highest quality of
service.

For more about Eutelsat please visit www.eutelsat.com
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